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Today, more than ever, there is increasing pressure on
not-for-profits to demonstrate transparency and accountability
with stakeholders, including the general public, who want to know
what has been accomplished with the funds you received. Readers
want to know what activities you have engaged in, what outcomes
you’ve achieved and for whom and how your organisation is
making progress towards achieving its goals.

People Who Care’s
Annual Report featured large
images of their staff and
members through which
they portrayed a sense
of their community spirit
and values.
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Stakeholders, donors, grant-makers and
government may also read and assess
your annual report in order to make
important decisions that will affect your
organisation. So, it’s important that
your report is professional, accurate,
and interesting enough to keep their
attention. Use it to tell the story of your
organisation and its people in such a
compelling way that it will gain a place
in the hearts and minds of your readers.
Try not to think of your report as an
historical account of what you did last
year. Instead, think of it as the highlights
of the incredible results your supporters
made possible. Use it to keep your
lines of communication open and to
recognise the involvement of all those
who have helped you achieve your
mission throughout the year.

It may seem like a lot of work, but
transparency can help foster public
trust and build community support
because it provides information about
the impact your organization is making
as a whole. It has the potential to be
a great marketing tool that can be
used to engage with the people who
care about the same things that your
organisation does.
Captivate your audience and inspire
further support from donors who are
reassured that their donation is making
a difference to those in the community
they care about. If your report hits
the mark, they may even share it
with their family, friends, and other
prospective donors.

Your annual report is a great
communication tool. Ensure it
does justice to the work you do.
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Getting started checklist
The earlier your start to gather information the better the
end result will be:
Identify the year’s highlights

Collect relevant photos

Consider infographics or
charts that will quickly
capture achievements

Review media coverage for the
year to recap any major events

Gather the stories of successful
programs delivered
Gather first hand stories and
testimonials from individuals
whose lives have been touched by
your work
Gather inspiring stories
from volunteers

Consider your outlook
for the future
Start to gather
financial information
Consider the format you
will use for presenting this
important information
Consider how stakeholders can
submit feedback on your report

Review management meeting
minutes to gather an important
information
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Who’s your audience?
The first step in any communication piece is to identify who it
is you are trying to communicate with. This will generally be
your organization’s stakeholders, or maybe a particular group of
stakeholders and the general public, who are indirect supporters
through taxes and may also be volunteers or donors.
After identifying your audience, you
should then consider if the content
should be targeted to a specific
groups needs, or if it should be more
general. For the report to be relevant
to its readers, it should communicate
information that will assist stakeholders
to make decisions around their
involvement or contributions to
the organisation.

The language used throughout the
report should be understood by your
audience, including people outside of
the organization, so it’s best to avoid
business or sector-specific terminology
or jargon.
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What questions should your
annual report answer?
Specifically, your annual report should answer some key
stakeholder questions:
What is the organisation’s,
purpose, vision and mission?
What is its strategy to achieve
its mission?
What were the objectives
for the past year?
What activities were undertaken
to achieve the objectives?
How did performance compare
with expectations?
What are the organisation’s
future plans?

How are you governed?
Have you recognised all of
your stakeholders?
What were the sources of income
and how were they used?
Have you fully explained your
financial performance?
What are the results of
any fundraising?
How do you manage risks in
realising your objectives?
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How did your
organisation make
a difference?

Disability Services Commission’s ‘Words that Work’ was
an awareness campaign targeting the media, helping shift
perceptions on ‘how to’ write about and interview people
with disability.
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What’s going to be your
take-away message?
All communications should relay ‘key messages’ around your
organisation’s work. For the annual report you should have a ‘key
message’ that shows your mission in action, a message that will be
remembered long after the report has been put aside.
Examples include:
•		 There are less hungry people
in our community because our
corporate programs have resulted
in a 100% increase in meals being
supplied to our community by our
corporate partners.
•		 Children are enjoying a healthier
lifestyle because our programs
encourage them to engage with
nature and interact with others on
their findings.
Meerilinga engaged David Wirrpanda and his
family as ambassadors for their educational
‘Grow Us Up Strong!’ campaign for toddlers.

•		 Our children are healthier
because our citizens are better
trained in nutrition as a result of
our programs.
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Are you personalising
your storytelling?
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Australia
(www.charteredaccountants.com.au) recommends that you provide
information about what your NFP is trying to achieve, how it
operates, explanations of activities to achieve these objectives,
how those activities are funded and basically addressing the
questions that should be answered above.
Sound good? After all, we want
But that doesn’t mean it has to be
to inspire your supporters.
the dry, boring document that we
have so often seen produced. It can
be a powerful summary of what your
supporters have made possible. It’s a
great opportunity to tell your amazing
story, especially as it relates to achieving
your mission.
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Get real people to
tell your stories.
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Real people telling your story
Start by personalising your key
accomplishments with stories. Stories
exist within your organisation, so take
some time to brainstorm together with
staff to identify those that stand out.
Follow this up with informal interviews
and let clients tell you in their words
their experience of your organisation,
how you make a difference and how
they value the work you are doing.
Don’t try and make the story too fluffy
otherwise the message can be lost!
It’s important to be authentic and
include ‘real people’ telling ‘real stories’
about how their life has been touched
by your work. Storytelling is a great
motivator that does wonders for your
organisation’s credibility.
Repeat the exercise with your
volunteers and/or donors. Ask them
why they got involved with your NFP
and what motivates them to continue to
support you? A volunteer’s experience

or perspective can inspire others to
join your cause. It’s so important to
acknowledge the people who help you
to achieve your mission and reassure
them that they are helping you to make
a difference.
Further personalise your stories by
including engaging photos that will gain
a place in the hearts and minds of your
audience. Photos are also powerful
motivators, so aim for a close-up shot
that captures that person and their
personality. Don’t forget to include a
caption that identifies the person and
also highlights the accomplishment.
And to ensure consistency, please ask
the executive team to prepare their
summaries as if they were delivering a
personal message.
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Speak with one voice
Content is usually sourced from
different people within the same
organisation, so build in some extra
time for the text to be edited by one
person, to ensure that the report speaks
to the reader with the same voice
throughout. The end result should
be like reading a novel, a natural flow
leading you through from start to finish.
Envisage your audience and talk to
them as though they are sitting there
with you.

Support your stories
with infographics
Where possible, weave infographics
throughout your stories to highlight the
difference your organisation is making
to the lives of those you engage with
as part of your current strategy, as
well to the longer-term strategy of the
organisation. Enable your supporters
to understand the big picture that
you envision.
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Include links to your website

Call to action

The reader may wish to know more,
so remember to include ‘links’ within
your content, to pages on your website,
where further information can be
located. The website will also give
readers another opportunity to connect
with your organisation and find out
more about you.

Now that you’ve inspired your donors,
volunteers and supporters, let them
know how they can continue to be
involved and the different ways they
can support your organisation.
•

Let people know how they
can donate

•

List the types of donations you
can accept

•

Be informative about ways
people can help you, such as
volunteer opportunities
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Should you spend money
on your annual report?
Not-for-profit organisations struggle with the concept of spending
money on their annual report.
There is a concern that funders and
donors may be dismayed if precious
resources are spent on the annual
report rather than the mission of
the organisation. However, if a
compelling annual report helps you
to increase donations and volunteer
support, then it could be considered a
wise investment.

It’s not suggested that you go
overboard – just invest in areas where
you will benefit from increasing your
profile and raising awareness.
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Nature Play’s ‘Passport to an Amazing Childhood’
is an engaging initiative helping to get your kids
playing outside.

Are you telling
the story of how
your initiatives
transforming your
community?
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How should your report
be presented?
In terms of the structure and format of the report, the aim is
to make the information understandable and accessible.
The delivery of an annual report used
to be straightforward; you created a
printed document that could be mailed
to stakeholders and supporters, and
possibly had an accompanying PDF
document that could be downloaded
from your website.

Today, there’s so much more
to consider:
•		 the additional formats available
to you;
•		 the possibility of using your annual
report to reach new audiences
•		 the environmental impact of
delivering the annual report
•		 how you make your annual report
accessible to comply with the
Disabilities Discrimination Act
•		 and, of course, the financial costs
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A wise investment

What format to choose?

If you print your annual report because
that’s what you’ve always done you
may be surprised at the benefits of a
investing in a different approach.

Here’s a quick overview of some of the
options available to you.

•		 a compelling annual report could
help you to increase donations and
volunteer support

Printing has an environmental as well
as a financial cost – not just paper and
ink but also high energy consumption
in both the printing process and the
delivery. Providing a downloadable
“traditional” PDF can reduce your
carbon footprint and reduce your
printing costs. Unfortunately, the typical
PDF document is often near impossible
for people with disabilities, using
assistive technologies, to read.

•		 supporters could be excited
to see you moving in an
digital direction that is more
environmentally friendly
•		 “digital” annual reports can be
discoverable via Google, and
shareable via social media, so could
broaden your reach

1. The traditional print + PDF

2. Accessible PDF documents
With a little care and understanding
the accessibility of almost any PDF can
be improved, allowing people with
disabilities, including the blind, to make
sense of your document.
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3. Online annual reports

5. Video

Increasingly, organisations are
delivering their annual reports in the
form of mini-websites. Websites are
created using HTML, probably the most
accessible format available today. And,
the majority of us have a web browser
whether at the computer at home, or
in our pocket on our phones so online
annual reports have the broadest reach
by far.

From animation to talking heads,
video is always going to be one of
the easiest formats to consume. Text
captions can be provided for the deaf
or hard of hearing, while those with
visual and other disabilities can be
catered for if the video is embedded
into an HTML5 web page. Short annual
report summaries usually work best
and can be incorporated into websites,
online annual reports, and even
interactive PDFs.

4. ebooks
With ebook sales predicted to overtake
sales of printed books in 2014, ebook
readers are becoming as ubiquitous
as PDF readers. If you care about
delivering your annual report in a
format your supporters are consuming,
then providing a downloadable Kindle
or EPUB version would be a worthwhile
investment. These formats are based
on standard HTML, so if you’ve already
opted for an online annual report,
converting this to ebook formats should
be relatively inexpensive.

6. Interactive PDFs
PDF documents don’t have to be dull
and dry. They can be spiced up with
interactive content such as video and
animation. You should be aware of
some pitfalls in this approach though.
The file size of your PDF is going to be
considerable, making downloading a
chore. And, with the broad range of PDF
viewing technologies available, there
are no guarantees the fancy bits will be
usable for everyone.
Make your NFP annual report a captivating story
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7. Flipbooks

8. Infographics

While delivering your annual report
in a format that can be read by the
widest possible audience should be
a priority, lots of organisations love
to see their documents in the form
of fancy ‘flipbooks’. If you’re a fan of
page turning sound effects and other
gimmicks, you should be aware that
these are probably the least accessible
format for those with disabilities, and
are often unusable on mobile devices.

Infographics are a data visualisation aid:
visual graphics that present your data in
a way that makes it easier to interpret.
Stylish infographics can give your
supporters something they are proud to
share with their friends and followers on
Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter and other
social media platforms. Like video,
you’re not going to deliver your entire
annual report as an infographic, but
they can be a very useful add-on.
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Delivery options
at a glance

Traditional
PDF

Accessible
PDF

HTML

Ebook
(EPUB 3)

Interactive
PDF

Flash
“Flipbook”

9/12

12/12

8/12

5/12

3/12

ACCESSIBILITY
Text is accessible to people
with disabilities using
assistive technologies
Data in tables are accessible
to people with disabilities
using assistive technologies
USABILITY
Usable even for slow /
dial-up Internet connections
Search facility
Can copy text and
data in tables
Can be saved/downloaded
for offline reading
Usable on iPhone and
mobile devices
Printable
APPEARANCE AND INTERACTIVITY
Looks modern and attractive
Can include video
Can include animated effects
DISCOVERABLE
Can be optimised for search
engines (SEO)
Overall score

Yes

Not always

6/12

No
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Thinking strategically
As with the content of you annual
report, planning is key. Try to think
strategically about the delivery of your
annual report. What do you need to
produce for stakeholders? How you
can best impress potential supporters?
How can you leverage the goodwill
of existing supporters to spread your
message for you?
Getting an idea of what your audience
might prefer is a good place to start
– a quick survey could tell you the
devices they use for reading and for
web browsing. Take the opportunity
to find out the online social networks
they’re involved in. Use SurveyMonkey
to generate on online survey, free for up
to ten questions.

You’ll probably find a blended approach
is most effective. A short printed
summary with highlights can be
supported with detailed and accessible
information available online, along with
something shareable via social media
like a video or infographic.
While it may make sense to move
towards the newer approaches, some
not-for-profits are either not ready or
are more comfortable with producing
a traditional printed report. Print these
days can be achieved quickly and costeffectively using digital printing, which
caters for smaller quantities of around
50 copies.
Any quantity above that will require
offset printing, which is more expensive
and should be discussed with your
designer to identify the best approach.
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Celebrate your
achievements!

Juniper’s rebrand featuring art directed
photography of staff and residents at
their facilities.
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Structure of a traditional
print annual report
The design of your annual report is crucial in helping your readers
understand the information it contains. A successful layout will
balance text-heavy paragraphs with larger pull quotes, graphics
and feature photos. The number of typefaces used should be
limited to two or three at the most.
The end result should be a report
that is clean, easy to read, with
consistently-styled headings and
sub-headings to guide you through
the content. Don’t cram too much into
one space to reduce the number of
pages. Your document will be easier
to read if the content has a bit of room
to breathe.
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Sections checklist
		 Table of contents

		 Financial reports

		 Mission and reason for existence

		 Details of board members,
executive team, affiliations,
major donors, etc

		 Executive summary
		 Organisational overview and
infographics to highlight
major achievements
		 Body of the report –
summarising your achievements
and accomplishments

		 Call to action
		 Links from your content to pages
on your website where further
information can be found

		 Personal stories, profiles and
case studies, including photos
and supporting graphics
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Process checklist
		 Gather information on the major
accomplishments for the year
		 Decide on a key message, theme
for the year, or creative structure to
tell your story

		 Gather financial data, identify any
key data suitable for infographics to
highlight achievements
		 Forward the final text to designer

		 Draft a rough outline of content

		 Finalise the financial data and
forward to designer

		 Draft the text – allow time for
internal feedback

		 Designer to layout all content into
the approved design

		 Gather or take photos to
support content

		 Designer provides the 1st draft
for feedback

		 Brief the project to a designer,
discuss the following
existing style guidelines
theme for the year
example of written content
high resolution photos
(at least 300dpi)

		 Designer to action any changes

		 Continue to gather lists, board
members, major donors, etc
		 Designer to prepare a design layout
to support your theme
		 Designer to source print quotes

		 Final approvals sought
from management
		 Print the report and create an
online version
		 Distribute the report
		 Measure your report’s
effectiveness
		 It will take approximately 4-6
weeks to layout the document, go
through an approval process and be
printed and delivered.
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How can you continue to
improve your report?
In order to continuously improve reporting, feedback from
stakeholders and others is important. Include information within
the report itself as to how members and other stakeholders can
submit feedback on the report. And, also take the opportunity to
ask them their preference for delivery – print or digital?

Meerilinga’s rebrand transformed
not only how they looked, but also
how they presented their services and initiatives
like Children’s Week.
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How can you better prepare
for the following year?
If you keep your report in your mind throughout the year it will
make it much easier for when that time comes around again.

Take lots of photos.

Track your major supporters.

Special events, everyday activities, to
support stories.

Start a shareable list of donors and
volunteers that can be added to
throughout the year.

Collect stories.
A great story often gets included in your
newsletter but we forget to obtain a
first-hand story and testimonial from
the individual/s ready for inclusion in
the annual report.

Progress reports.
You do these throughout the year ready
for management meetings. Keep a copy
on file, ready for annual reporting time.

Think financial.
Consider if there are elements of your
work that can be easily tracked with
numbers and come up with a system to
measure them.
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Well considered
photography
can propel your
messages

Meerilinga budgeting for an art directed photo
shoot for the use in the ‘Grow Us Up Strong!’
campaign, helped them communicate to their
target audience across a broad range of ages and
literacy levels as well as giving the campaign its
own, unique identity.
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Tell your audience
your inspiring and
authentic story and
you will have created
a unique and valuable
marketing tool.
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